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PINK	RIBBON	SECCO	ROSE	

Gently sparkling and fine fruity: that’s the Hillinger Secco – the pink creation from  
100% Pinot Noir grapes. The bouquet is reminiscent of strawberries; the palate appears 
refreshing with a particularly elegant Perlage, fruity and nuanced, well-integrated acidity and 
a harmonious finish. 

Alcohol:  12% alc. vol. 

Residual sugar: 18 g/l 

Acidity:  6.7 g/l 

Vinification:  still wine fermented in stainless steel tanks, carbonic acid added  

                                according to the Prosecco-method 

WINE	

The soil and the local climate provide the foundations for wines that are tightly knit, spicy, 
elegant and mineral. Leithaberg wines. The bubbly juice extraction is the third interpretation 
of her majesty Pinot Noir in our winery. 
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  “pink ribbon“     http://pinkribbon.at/2016/leo-hillinger-2016  

For 7 years, the Hillinger winery in Austria has supported breast cancer by donating              
€10,000 euro each year with their pink ribbon label Secco 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hillinger

Secco Rosé
A dry sparkling made 
from Pinot Noir with 
a portion benefitting 
the Austrian Cancer 
Foundation! Light and 
fruity with notes of 

strawberry, bing 
cherry, and  

raspberry. Perfect for 
any occasion.

Made by Rachel Lipman of Siema Wines
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